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Lawrence Freedman

As rescue workers moved into the rubble of the World Trade Center and the
damaged Pentagon on 11 September 2001, the United States declared itself to be
at war with terrorism. The terrorists in question soon claimed that the American
campaign was really directed against Islam. Both described the conflict in terms
that suggested that the future of the international system was at stake; the
responses of their respective allies and supporters confirmed this. On this basis,
the campaign could be properly described as a world war. Yet the offensive had
been taken by a network of political activists headquartered in one of the world’s
most wretched countries, and directed against the world’s most powerful. When
the US counter-attack was launched on 7 October, it took the form of a modest
American air campaign designed to the influence the outcome of a protracted
struggle for power in Afghanistan. Seen in this light, it was barely more than a
skirmish in the Third World.
The label for this war has yet to be decided. The Thirty Years War was not
proclaimed as such when it began in 1618. Both the American War of
Independence and the Civil War would have been remembered differently
had the other side won. The Great War only became the First World War
because there was a sequel, which is what it had been supposed to prevent.
This led to the assumption that world wars came as a series, as Afghan Wars
had once come to the British Empire, so that any Third World War would be
an exaggerated and even more violent extension of the first two. A skirmish
in the Third World hardly fits this pattern, and it would still not do so even if
al-Qaeda were able to rise to the challenge and reach new heights of
terroristic depravity.
The sharp contrast between high political stakes and low military means
gives this war its particular quality, but at the international system’s current
stage of development, it is neither paradoxical nor anomalous. I argued in
1998 that there was not so much a ‘revolution in military affairs’ underway
as one in strategic affairs, precisely because of the contrast between the
impact of new technologies on concepts of conventional warfare, and the types
of war being thrown up by the continuing political upheavals of a post-imperial
age. One pointed to a climacteric, capital-intensive, high-technology, militarilydecisive contest for political dominance between major powers. The other
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pointed to a localised, labour-intensive, socially devastating, protracted
struggle which gained international significance only to the extent that the
major powers chose to take an interest.1
Since the end of the Cold War, the United States has been ready to fight the
first type of war, which for that reason alone became even less likely to occur,
but has dithered about how much it wishes to get involved in the second type,
which for that reason has occurred more often. If this current war turns out to
have some long-term importance, and can begin to justify the designation of a
third world war, it will be because it has provided a focal point for many of the
disparate conflicts of the post-imperial age. In this case, it will determine the
extent to which the United States accepts that it has a leading role to play in the
overall management and resolution of these conflicts rather than confine itself
to some specific commitments left over from its past wars.

At War With Terrorism
The severity of the human, material and economic pain caused by the 11
September attacks – and their sophistication, audacity, ruthlessness and scale
– focused attention on the terrorist methodology of the al-Qaeda network,
with Osama bin Laden at its head. The terrorism theme was reinforced by a
subsequent attack using anthrax, directed against a few political leaders and
media outlets. These had considerable and possibly unintended collateral
effects. As the spores were delivered by mail, some seeped out, contaminating
facilities of the US postal service and other letters. Although the casualties remain
few, the disruption to American life has been substantial, and they had the effect
of exposing US vulnerabilities to a much wider range of terrorist attacks using
biological or chemical agents. There appears to be no link between those
responsible for hijacking aircraft and turning them into guided missiles, and the
despatch of anthrax – the combination of the two reinforced the view that the prime
contemporary security challenge comes from terrorism.2 From the start, President
George W. Bush asserted that the enemy in this war was ‘terrorism’.
Declaring a war against terrorism is warranted to the extent that there is a
normative element in any war, so that success should confirm that certain types
of behaviour are unacceptable and that the perpetrators can expect to see their
efforts thwarted and eventually punished. The problem with the designation is
that it takes the war beyond the immediate cause and raises questions of what is
to be included and excluded. Many acts can be described as ‘terrorism’ and they
might be undertaken in the name of many causes. There are also political
implications in damning a cause solely by reference to the methods used by some
of its proponents, or for that matter favouring the conventionally strong simply
because they are in a position to eschew such methods.
‘Our war on terror begins with al-Qaeda, but it does not end there’,
asserted President Bush, addressing Congress on 20 September. ‘It will not
end until every terrorist group of global reach has been found, stopped or
defeated’.3 This makes the distance over which the attack is mounted the
critical feature, thus playing down motives and actual effect, and reinforcing
the criticism that the real priority is terrorists who can hit the US homeland. At the
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same time, Bush’s statement risked setting an almost unlimited challenge, and
later allegations of contradiction should the US fail to take on other states accused
of state-sponsored terrorism, notably Iraq, and begin to court others, such as Iran
and Syria, that had denounced the 11 September outrages. Wars are fought
between opposing political entities and not against tactics.
Al-Qaeda does not claim to be fighting a war for terrorism, but one that pits
true Islam against Christianity and Judaism, in terms that echo Samuel
Huntington’s ‘clash of civilisations’.4 President Bush, along with British Prime
Minister Tony Blair, put in a considerable effort to deny this claim, correctly
asserting that Osama bin Laden does not speak for Islam. However, speaking
for Islam is bin Laden’s objective, so this is a war about the future of Islam, and
therefore about the governance of all states with Muslim populations, and all
conflicts in which Muslim groups are directly involved. These conflicts occupy
much of the current international agenda, taking in the Middle East, the Gulf,
the Balkans, Central and East Asia, and parts of Africa. North American and
West European countries have large Muslim populations, many drawn from
these troubled regions, and the current conflict has highlighted the sensitive
position of these communities, especially as members of the al-Qaeda network
hid themselves within them as they planned and mounted operations.
According to al-Qaeda and its ideological fellow travellers, the United States
has become a target because it is an overweening, hegemonic and profoundly
decadent power, and from this position has acted internationally on behalf of
the enemies of Islam or apostates.5 Afghanistan has provided al-Qaeda’s base,
because many of its activists learned their trade during the war against Soviet
occupation and because of the coincidence of interests and coordination of efforts
with the Taliban regime.
Osama bin Laden’s claim that only Afghanistan under the Taliban was a
true Islamic country highlighted his challenge to the legitimacy of the Saudi
Arabian and Egyptian governments, and the vulnerability of Pakistan.6 If only
the US could be persuaded to disengage, then Iraq would recover its strength
and Israel could be vanquished. The involvement of Muslim communities in so
many contemporary conflicts and the importance of American policies, active
and passive, to their course and eventual resolution, meant that they were all
given added salience.
This was all very different from the third world war that, in prospect, had
dominated strategic discourse throughout the Cold War period. This assumed
the same cast of great powers that had dominated the international system
since the start of the twentieth century. Having rationalised themselves into
two grand coalitions, each disposing of unlimited destructive power, they
would clash in the ultimate confrontation. In the event, instead of the
remorseless logic of power politics working itself through to this grim
conclusion, those involved balked at the prospect, and the underlying conflict
was resolved as a result of the internal ideological demise of one of the
coalitions in 1989. From this point, international politics began to be
dominated by conflicts that could be traced to a century of falling empires,
which culminated with the collapse of the Soviet Empire in Europe, and the
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implosion of multinational states hitherto bound together by communism.
All the struggles upon which al-Qaeda had fed were by-products of the
processes of decolonisation, set in motion by previous world wars, and the
creation of numerous new states, many of which turned out to be extremely
weak and conflict-ridden. The chaotic ends to the Austro-Hungarian and
Ottoman empires after the First World War can still be felt in the Balkans
and the Persian Gulf. The conflicts in Kashmir and the Arab–Israeli dispute
began as Britain retreated after the Second World War from the most
controversial parts of its empire. The turmoil in Central Asia results from the
last acts of the Cold War and the sudden collapse of Soviet power.
In contrast to great-power conflicts, which naturally spread to take in allies
and clients, these weak-state conflicts might have been expected to remain
contained in their scope and effects. That is how they have been treated by the
Western world and the UN: as subjects for individual acts of intervention and
conflict-resolution. Tests have been established for inter–vention, to be applied on
a case-by-case basis. Yet during the 1960s, the US had no trouble claiming that a
series of discrete counter-insurgency campaigns, waged within individual states,
were part of an international struggle against communism. Then the links were
identified through a Cold War filter, often at the risk of obscuring the distinctive
features of individual conflicts and the more parochial motives of many of the
participants.
Now the links have been identified by the enemies of the United States,
and while the individual conflicts still have their critical distinctive features,
a global struggle of sorts is emerging as a common factor. President Bush has
shown himself ready to take up the challenge. Speaking in November to
leaders from the states of Central and Eastern Europe, he linked this war
quite explicitly to the great ideological challenges of the past:
Like the fascists and totalitarians before them, these terrorists – al Qaeda, the
Taliban regime that supports them, and other terrorist groups across our world –
try to impose their radical views through threats and violence. We see the
same intolerance of dissent, the same mad, global ambitions: the same brutal
determination to control every life and all of life.7

In this way, an alternative third world war could be constructed as an armed
struggle underway for high political stakes and with global ramifications.
It follows both a line of development from the previous two world wars, and
a pattern they established, in which the core confrontation acts as a vortex,
drawing in these other conflicts and in the process transforming their
characters. In such circumstances, active engagement and even military
intervention in Third World conflicts ceases to be a matter of choice and
becomes a strategic imperative.

Symmetrical And Asymmetrical Wars
To use the now-familiar terminology, while a third world war as previously
envisaged would have been the ultimate in destructive symmetry, the war
now being conducted is completely asymmetrical. The ideal type of a
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symmetrical war involves two belligerents of similar capabilities, with the
outcome determined by the creation of a decisive advantage through
superior training, tactical prowess, strategic imagination, technical
innovation and mobilisation of national resources during the course of the
war. If the symmetry runs deep enough, the victor is likely to emerge only
through attrition, when mutual destructiveness has reached a point where
small margins of staying power can make the difference. In the classic model
for a third world war, the possibility of something that might count as a
victory relied upon either a technological breakthrough achieved during the
course of an arms race or else a greater capacity for risk taking, so that when
matters came to a head it was the enemy’s nerve that collapsed first.
Whether mutual destruction really was so assured, and post-nuclear attack
recovery so unlikely, became a matter of controversy, and deterrence relied
upon a residual possibility that under certain circumstances, and despite the
evident irrationality of the exercise, a nuclear war might nonetheless be
waged. Regardless, the consequences of a superpower war were so obviously
dire that every effort was made to prevent it occurring and the danger
eventually passed with the end of the Cold War.
The Second World War started for the United States with a surprise
attack, and the likelihood that the third might also start in such a fashion was
a commonplace of American strategic literature throughout the Cold War, as
was the possibility that the surprise would be directed against one or more
major cities, almost certainly including New York and Washington. The links
with these earlier nightmares could be found in the dust cloud ascending
above Manhattan on 11 September and the designation of the World Trade
Center site as ‘ground zero’, a term first used by those measuring the possible
effects of nuclear explosions.8 The anthrax attack in itself hardly constituted
an act of ‘mass destruction’, although its impact demonstrated how even a
small attack could have a ‘mass effect’ by raising fears about a more
substantial biological attack. Warnings about al-Qaeda’s eagerness to gain
access to means of mass destruction, and its lack of qualms about using them,
soon became a prominent theme of statements by coalition leaders.9 After the
Taliban had evacuated Kabul, evidence was found of interest in nuclear and
biological devices.10 Osama bin Laden was ready to encourage this view of
his group’s capabilities.11
In most respects, however, the striking feature of this alternative third world
war was its almost complete asymmetry. The ideal type of an asymmetrical war
is of two belligerents of quite different capabilities with the outcome determined
by one side’s superior ability to find counters to the capabilities of the other. In
this case, the remaining superpower, with superiority in every form of military
capability, finds itself pitted against a non-state entity of modest means. The US
had hoped to achieve an invincible position through the full exploitation of the
proclaimed ‘revolution in military affairs’, so that its wars would henceforth be
those of the ‘third wave’, dependent on the artefacts of the information economy,
as the wars of earlier periods depended upon the artefacts of the first,
agricultural wave and the second, industrial wave.12
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Instead the United States found itself contemplating exactly the opposite of
the sort of war it wanted to fight, against an enemy able to find sanctuary by
merging into a mountainous and inaccessible terrain for defensive purposes
and possessing the ability to merge with global civil society to mount attacks
against enemy assets, including in its homeland. The extremity of its weakness
in conventional military terms is matched by the extremity of its dependence
on terrorism. Low technology was used to turn the West’s own high
technology against itself. The box cutters used to capture the hijacked aircraft
served as advanced versions of the knife, the weapon of choice for street
brawlers throughout the centuries. Estimates for the direct cost of the 11
September operations suggest $100,000. For this outlay, al-Qaeda was able to
impose immediate costs at least a million times higher, accelerate an
international economic downturn, with airlines and tourism particularly shaken,
and generate a requirement for massive additional expenditure on internal
security – as well as on the subsequent military operations to close down the
threat. This was in addition to severe human costs.
Al-Qaeda’s readiness to take the initiative, and accept the certain
death of its own militants in operations, meant that the US government
found itself pondering how to defend a country where millions of people live
and work close together in dense urban conurbations, reliant on complex and
sophisticated systems of energy, transportation and communication. When
the tactical objective is to kill large numbers of people in spectacular fashion
and cause panic and disruption, the United States constitutes a ‘target-rich
environment’, with many choices even if individual buildings and facilities
turn out to be well protected. The choice of targets did not have to be
confined to the homeland United States.
When the US responded with its standard coercive air campaign, the
minimal results it achieved during the first month reinforced the image of a
great power disoriented by a tiny power offering few ‘strategic’ targets worth
hitting, but still able to exploit every stray ‘precision’ weapon that hit a civilian
site to maintain the propaganda offensive. Columnist Maureen Dowd captured
the frustration: ‘We’re sophisticated; they’re crude. We’re millennial; they’re
medieval. We ride B-52s; they ride horses. And yet they’re outmaneuvering us’.13
A nation that invented the art of public relations and dominated the world
media was being bested by a group that communicated only through
melodramatic statements despatched from a country that banned television. Nik
Gowing, noting the challenge to ‘the complacent assumption of information
supremacy’, observed how ‘Low-cost video cameras and mobile phones can
nimbly upstage billion-dollar information-processing systems and hierarchical
command-and-control structures’.14 When the strategy shifted to supporting
local allies on the ground, key supplies turned out to be horse-feed. Many of the
tactics and weapons employed would not have been out of place in the imperial
wars of the nineteenth century and indeed, in their reliance on betrayal and
defection, in much earlier times.
US Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld had been anxious to explain from
the start that this was going to be a new type of war, ‘like none other our nation
has faced’.15 Yet, while this war had many unique qualities, in many respects it
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was quite familiar. The core issues were those that have had to be addressed
in countless civil conflicts over the past half-century in which insurgent
groups have sought to undermine the foundations of an established state.
Terrorism is an obvious tactic for the weak to employ against the strong.
Instead of taking on directly the military and police organisations
responsible for protecting the states they wish to challenge, the weak seek to
circumvent them by attacking the more vulnerable elements of civil society.16
This can cover a wide range of activities, from the assassination of senior
political figures to indiscriminate assaults against civilians, with or without
warning, to the sabotage of critical infrastructure. Unlike traditional armies,
guerrilla groups and terrorists do not expect to hold territory. They need time
more than space, for it is their ability to endure while mounting regular
attacks that enables them to grow while the enemy is drained of patience and
credibility. As with more conventional military action, success must be
marked by the creation of desired political effects and this will depend on
such factors as the ambition of the objective, the capacity to sustain a
campaign rather than mount isolated incidents, the balance of popular
support and the ability to shift this balance through successful operations.
If there is a model for al-Qaeda’s campaign, it is the old anarchist notion of
the ‘propaganda of the deed’.17 This notion justified acts of terrorism (usually
assassinations) as a means of undermining the old order by demonstrating
that those who claimed to be all-powerful were in fact vulnerable. Dramatic
deeds would cause the ruling classes to lose their nerve while at the same time
inspiring the masses. Part of this strategy assumed that the ruling classes
would lash out to preserve their position. In the process, so the theory went,
they would diminish themselves further. Every punitive attack would open the
eyes of the masses and feed their clamour for justice and an end to oppression.
The global scope of the media meant that the ‘deed’ of 11 September had the
largest-ever audience for a deliberate act of war. The political impact of this,
and the images resulting from the subsequent unfolding drama, would be felt
in all those individual conflicts that al-Qaeda is seeking to influence.
The weak can only defeat the strong if they can survive sufficiently to mount
hurtful campaigns, thereby turning latent and inchoate support into a political
movement that cannot be turned off by military or other coercive means. This
sets the terms for the response of the strong.

The New World Order And US Defence Policy
The origins of al-Qaeda can be traced back to the mujahedeen campaign against the
Soviet intervention in Afghanistan, which turned into a Western-sponsored
training ground for Islamic fighters. The alumni of the Afghan campaign spread
not only through Central Asia and into the Middle East, but also into Europe
(Bosnia and Kosovo) and to East Asia (Malaysia, the Philippines and Indonesia).
Although the propaganda continues to highlight the support given by the
United States to Israel, and in terms of international support among Muslim
communities this is undoubtedly important, the critical trigger appears to have
been the coalition between the United States and the conservative Gulf states
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following the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in August 1990. More than anything
else, Osama bin Laden has complained about the introduction of American
forces into his homeland of Saudi Arabia, close to Islam’s holiest sites.
The Gulf conflict also shaped the Western approach to international affairs
after the Cold War era. At first, President Bush senior heralded this approach as
a ‘New World Order’, but this was largely in terms of the new understanding
between Moscow and Washington allowing the United Nations Security
Council to work at last as originally intended.18 The Iraqi invasion could be
condemned as a violation of one of the core norms of international order – nonaggression – and building the coalition to liberate Kuwait required honouring
the other core norm of non-interference in internal affairs. Later there were
regrets that out of respect for this norm the United States had not finished off
Saddam Hussein’s regime. At the time, the practical difficulties of a march on
Baghdad and the associated geo-political risks all reinforced the norm.
This rather traditional approach to foreign policy continued after the Gulf
War. Processes of political change were not to be initiated or completed
through military means. The slogans of globalisation made it possible to
envisage a more peaceful world developing as part of a natural progression.
The defeat of state socialism in the Cold War left liberal capitalism as the
dominant economic model. With free markets came the movement of people
and ideas. Closed states would be opened up by the needs of commerce and
the imperatives of the information age. More states would be obliged to
become more democratic and, if international relations theory was to be
believed, more peaceable in their relations with each other.
This optimistic view was at variance with news from the Third World of
corruption and poor governance, inter-communal strife and mass distress,
along with crashing ‘emerging markets’ – to the point where gloomier
commentators were prepared to paint a picture of a ‘coming anarchy’
marked by ‘the withering away of central governments, the rise of tribal and
regional domains, the unchecked spread of disease, and the growing
pervasiveness of war’.19 Whatever might be achieved in terms of political and
economic measures, the United States appeared still to believe that there
were few military measures that it could usefully take to calm Third World
turbulence. The reason for this was the difficulties experienced whenever it
had tried to intervene. Reflecting on this experience, particularly in Vietnam
and then later in the Lebanon, Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger in
November 1984 concluded that the key was maintaining the support of
public opinion. This argued against attempting to take on wars that would be
protracted, complex and indecisive.20 This suggested that the US could choose
its wars, leading to Secretary of State George Shultz’s caustic observation that
foreign policy required more than a readiness only to fight the ‘fun wars’.
Colin Powell, who had worked with Weinberger as Reagan’s National
Security Advisor and later went on to be Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff under George Bush senior and Bill Clinton, was conscious of the danger of
being seen to rule out completely more ambiguous contingencies, but he still
followed the broad and largely negative thrust of the Weinberger doctrine.
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American military power was best employed in an overwhelming manner to
achieve clearly defined objectives with both speed and minimum casualties. Any
scenario that threatened another quagmire and had murky purposes was best
avoided, and certainly never entered into without a strategy for getting out.21 Out
of this came the critical distinction between ‘war’, defined in terms of ‘large-scale
combat operations’, and ‘operations other than war’, which included shows of
force, operations for purposes of peace enforcement and peacekeeping, and
counter-terrorism and counterinsurgency.22 For the rest of the decade this
distinction was under regular challenge, as the Clinton administration discovered
a variety of reasons why armed force might have to be used, the difficulties of
always insisting on an exit strategy and just how war-like ‘operations other than
war’ could seem.
Through this period the Pentagon preferred to focus on proper wars and the
old world order problems of countering aggression. The end of the Cold War
meant that countering aggression in Europe was no longer a problem, but the
durability of communist regimes in Asia required staying ready to honour
commitments to South Korea and, more ambiguously, Taiwan. With
conservative Gulf states upgraded to allies after 1991, the continuing
containment of Iraq became an additional commitment. These were eventually
formalised into the ‘two-major-wars’ standard for defence policy, whereby at
any given time the US should be able to cope with aggressive action by both Iraq
and North Korea.23
Conceiving of its most likely wars in classical terms allowed the US
military establishment to continue to think in terms of the strategy that had
proved so successful during Operation Desert Storm, and which summed up
the trends in US military planning since the Vietnam debacle. After Vietnam,
US military thinking reverted to the sort of campaign with which it was most
comfortable, and which had been validated during the Second World War,
based on technically superior, skilfully orchestrated and highly mobile
firepower geared to eliminating the opposing force. The revival of this
approach was marked by the adoption of the doctrine of AirLand Battle in
1982. This was intended from the start to set broad principles for any war and
not just NATO’s central front, with a renewed emphasis on manoeuvre after
a past preoccupation with attrition, so that the battlefield was seen in the
round, and the critical attributes of successful operations were stressed as
‘initiative, depth, agility and sychronisation.’24 The belief that all substantial
wars could be fought in this way was reinforced by the misinterpretation of
the Vietnam War by Colonel Harry Summers, who had worked backwards
from its conventional military conclusion to deny its origins as a traditional
guerrilla campaign.25 So by 1986 the Field Manual 90-8 Counterguerrilla Operations,
dealing with action directed against armed anti-government forces, was
claiming that the ‘basic concept of Air Land Battle doctrine can be applied to
Counterguerrilla operations’.26
The influence of AirLand battle could be seen in the Gulf War. Extra–polating
from this success led to the affirmation of the ‘revolution in military affairs’ riding
on a technological dynamic that promised the domination of the information
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environment and thereby the battlespace. Prior to 11 September, the Bush
administration had taken up this theme. Thus in May 2001, the second President
Bush asserted a preference for a ‘future force that is defined less by size and more
by mobility and swiftness, one that relies more heavily on stealth, precision
weaponry and information technologies’.27
If this trend could be pushed far enough, then it was possible at some point
to envisage a war without tears, conducted over long distances with great
precision with as few people as possible – preferably none at all – at risk. The
objective was to reduce the role in war-fighting of anything recognisably
approaching ‘battle’. The ideal is one-sided and highly focused engagements
geared to what has been described as the enemy’s ‘centre of gravity’, which
can be taken to refer to the weakest spot in the enemy’s politico-military system.
The very success of Operation Desert Storm, however, made it less likely
that future enemies would fight in a way that so conformed to American
preferences: accepting a conventional battlefield where they would be
comprehensively destroyed by superpower firepower. There had been a sense
of discovery about the Gulf War, not least in the improvement in US military
prowess since Vietnam or indeed since the various mishaps of the 1980s,
starting with the failed rescue bid of the Iranian hostages in April 1980 and
moving on to the ignominious retreat from Beirut. Out of this came the
notion of asymmetric warfare, which offered ‘centre-of-gravity’ reasoning in
reverse – what might be done to the United States and other Western states
to cause them to lose their equilibrium?

Forms Of Asymmetry
The idea of asymmetrical conflict has been around since the 1970s, as a
reflection of the Vietnam experience.28 The first explicit mention of the concept
in a Pentagon document was in the 1995 Joint Doctrine, in a reference to
engagements between dissimilar forces. By the 1997 Quadrennial Defense
Review, it was observed that ‘US dominance in the conventional military arena
may encourage adversaries to use … asymmetric means to attack our interests
overseas and Americans at home’.29 The basic frustration with this approach
was summed up by a 1998 report from the National Defense University that
characterised asymmetry as not ‘fighting fair’. Moreover as it moved into the
policy debate, the inclination was to develop a generic concept. Thus the 1999
Joint Strategy Review defined asymmetric approaches as those that attempted
‘to circumvent or undermine US strengths while exploiting US weaknesses
using methods that differ significantly from the United States’ expected method
of operations’. These could be applied ‘at all levels of warfare – strategic,
operational, land tactical – and across the spectrum of military operations’. Put
this way, the approach becomes synonymous with any sound strategy for
fighting the United States and loses any specificity. Moreover, it encourages the
analysis to start with an appreciation of US vulnerabilities which is likely to
reflect the concerns of the moment (information warfare against critical
infrastructure, weapons of mass destruction) rather than the opponent’s mindset. Thus the critical planning document, Joint Vision 2020 – unlike its 1995
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predecessor, Joint Vision 2010 – did address the problem, but used as a key
example the threat of long-range ballistic missiles.30 More recently, it has been
argued – quite logically – that asymmetry works both ways and that the US
use of long-range precision weapons is a good example of asymmetric
warfare. So gradually, the concept has been deprived of useful meaning.
If we stick with the simpler, original concept, then we can note that, by
definition, the weak have to employ asymmetrical methods against the
strong, and the methods chosen will depend on the weak’s analysis of the
strong’s vulnerabilities. The official treatment of the concept of asymmetry
indicates the extent to which it has come to reflect more a domestic debate
on vulnerabilities than an analysis of the plans and intentions of potential
adversaries, although it remains entirely possible that this debate will put
ideas into the heads of the adversaries. ‘Third wave’ thinking, for example,
encouraged a focus on information systems, not only in making possible
immaculately coordinated precision strikes over long distances in the
military sphere, but in the even more remarkable transformations underway
in the civilian sphere. As society’s critical infrastructure became more
dependent upon information technologies, new targets were offered to the
wily opponents. In a culture that had assumed that the best military
strategies were those that caused the minimum casualties, the thought that
an enemy would aim for the support systems of modern societies was both
comforting and alarming at the same time.31 The direct hurt would be slight
while the indirect hurt as transportation, banking and public health systems
began to break down could be substantial. An enemy able to mobilise an army
of software wizards could subvert, by the most insidious electronic means, an
advanced society. The frequency with which companies and even highprofile networks, such as that of the US military, were attacked by a variety
of hackers gave this threat added credibility. But much of this was ‘hacktivism’,
a way of making political or cultural points rather than threatening the economy
or social cohesion. Even if more determined adversaries were prepared to try
something more substantial, the result was likely to be ‘mass disruption’ rather
than ‘mass destruction’, with inconvenience and disorientation more evident
than terror and collapse.32
A further sense of how societal changes might have created new
vulnerabilities came with the view that advanced Western countries had
entered a ‘post-heroic’ phase, leading to an increasing reluctance to put the
young generation at risk in war, even with all-volunteer forces.33 Such a view
turns a contingent response into a secular trend. It is one that has nonetheless
been implicit in the main lesson drawn from Vietnam, and confirmed by the
experience of the Lebanon in the 1980s and Somalia in the 1990s – that the US
has such a low tolerance of casualties that it will abandon campaigns that it might
otherwise have won to avoid severe losses. The strength of this presumption
was illustrated in the US Army’s 1993 Field Manual 100-5 Operations:
The American people expect decisive victory and abhor unnecessary casualties.
They prefer quick resolution of conflicts and reserve the right to reconsider their
support should any of these conditions not be met.34
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The result has been what Jeffrey Record has described as ‘force-protection
fetishism’. As a result of this fetish, lack of loss – not mission accomplishment –
becomes the standard for judging an operational success. The 1999 Kosovo
War demonstrated the impact of this concern, and despite the consequences it
had for mission accomplishment, in terms of relieving the developing
humanitarian catastrophe, this fetish was considered to have been validated.
The ‘paramount lesson learned from Operation Allied Force’, as identified
by Secretary of Defense William Cohen and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff General Henry Shelton, was that ‘the well being of our people must
remain our first priority’. As a US Army brigade moved into Kosovo as part of
the force intended to bring some calm to the country after the war, its mission
statement listed as its first priority ‘self-protection’ with the ‘peacekeeping
tasks’ secondary. While the troops of US allies intermingled with the local
population, US troops stayed in a guarded and well-appointed compound,
separated from the society that they were supposed to help calm.35
Substantial evidence now suggests that the American people are far
more robust than their leaders give them credit for. Accumulating
casualties necessarily raise questions about the wisdom of a particular
campaign, but if decent answers are forthcoming then so is continued
political support.36 Most remarkable in this respect are the results of a study
carried out in 1999 by the Triangle Institute of Security Studies (TISS) that
demonstrated even with a case where it would be assumed that casualty
tolerance would be close to zero – action to stabilise a democratic govern–
ment in the Congo – the public was not only prepared to accept quite high
levels of combat deaths, but these levels were significantly higher than
those accepted by the civilian élite, and even more so than the military élite.
This leads to the bizarre conclusion that senior military officers have
become more casualty-averse than the average American citizen.37 The
notion of casualty intolerance has become so internalised that military and
political leaders are loath to put it to the test.
Even when consideration was given to a more traditional and alarming
form of asymmetry – an attack on the US homeland using weapons of mass
destruction (better described as weapons of ‘mass effect’) or lesser forms of
terrorism – the analysis tended to be constrained by the established policy
framework. For example, prior to 11 September 2001, the most important
policy issue appeared to be a requirement to build a missile defence,
potentially an extremely expensive counter to low-probability attacks. Iraq
and North Korea have been identified as the most likely ‘rogue states’
capable of both developing and actually using long-range missiles against the
US homeland. These were also the two countries that provided the ‘twocountries standard’, and so the case for a moderate missile-defence system to
deal with this particular asymmetric threat flowed logically from the
established scenarios that already guided military planning.38 As if to
emphasise this point, as well as make a case for abandoning the 1972 AntiBallistic Missile (ABM) Treaty, the Bush administration went out of its way to
assert the irrelevance of missile defence to relations with Russia.
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The assumption that the worst type of asymmetric threat would be based
on chemical, biological or nuclear weapons also shaped the debate on
‘superterrorism’. The subject of homeland defence had become a matter for
intense scrutiny, especially in the light of some of the more notorious terrorist
incidents of the 1990s: the first attack on the World Trade Center in 1993; the
sarin gas attack on the Tokyo subway in 1995; and the bombing of US
embassies in East Africa in 1998. Up to 11 September, the worst that terrorists
seemed able to accomplish with conventional explosives alone had been
casualties in the low hundreds. Although, in popular fiction and policy
analysis, there was an awareness of the possibility that terrorists might be able
to cause thousands of casualties using readily accessible instruments, including
hijacked aircraft, the basic anxiety developed in official and unofficial reports
was that weapons of mass effect might be employed.39
Analysis suggested a sharp distinction. ‘Normal’ terrorism, relying on
conventional explosives, would be capable of causing casualties in the low
hundreds, of which the worst example was the 1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight
103 over Lockerbie in Scotland which killed 278 people. This could be the
responsibility of terrorists representing a non-state group or a state sponsor.
‘Superterrorism’, relying on chemical and biological, or even nuclear,
weapons, would cause casualties in the low thousands and upwards. This
would probably only be within the capacity of a state.
Such superterrorism would have severe consequences but it would also
have a low probability, and the sceptics argued that it made more sense to
concentrate on the higher-probability events. Weapons of mass destruction
did not appear to be the weapons of choice for terrorists and they would
probably have problems handling them. Assuming that the terrorists had
clear strategic purpose, their interest would be, as Brian Jenkins put it in an
early study, in getting ‘a lot of people watching, not a lot of people dead’.40
Despite the fear of mass terrorism, incidents in which this was close to being
achieved remained comparatively rare, so that by 2000 it was being noted,
even by some of those who had taken this threat extremely seriously, that the
‘new era … of terrorism has failed to materialise’.41 Following the Oklahoma
City bombing, mass-casualty terrorism appeared as a domestic as much as an
international problem.42
Even studies which, post-11 September, could claim to have been prescient
in their warnings about the hazards of superterrorism tended to discourage a
focus on al-Qaeda. Thus the Hart-Rudman Commission, which had identified
‘unannounced attacks on American cities’ as the gravest threat, also suggested
that ‘Terrorism will appeal to many weak states as an attractive, asymmetric
option to blunt the influence of major powers. Hence, state-sponsored terrorist
attacks are at least as likely, if not more so, than attacks by independent,
unaffiliated terrorist groups’.43 North Korea and Iraq once again appeared as
likely culprits, so that the most credible form of this threat was in fact a
derivative of the standard scenarios used in defence planning.
The importance of the distinction between normal and superterrorism
turned out to be overstated. The view that superterrorism would largely be
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the result of conspiracies hatched in a ‘rogue state’ and would probably
emerge out of an ongoing crisis was challenged by al-Qaeda. The organisation
could be characterised as non-state, with agents spread widely in many
countries, yet it managed to establish its headquarters, with the connivance
of the Taliban regime, in Afghanistan. This became not so much a case of statesponsored terrorism but of a terrorist-sponsored state. Furthermore, al-Qaeda
found a way to cause thousands of casualties through careful planning and
training rather than technical prowess and access to noxious materials. This
need not have been a surprise. It had attempted mass casualty attacks before44
and the US had already experienced the difference that could be made when
those perpetrating the attacks were prepared to commit suicide.45
The framework within which the danger of superterrorism was viewed
reinforced established defence thinking in another respect. In an influential
article, Richard Betts drew on a 1993 estimate of millions of casualties
resulting from the release of anthrax spores over Washington DC. He raised
the issue of whether faced with such dangers, retreat might be the best
defence. ‘The United States should not give up all its broader political interests,
but it should tread cautiously in areas – especially the Middle East – where
broader interests grate against the core imperatives of preventing mass
destruction within America’s borders’.46 Thus, if superterrorism was an
unwelcome by-product of an activist foreign policy, then a prudent policy
would eschew too much involvement in the affairs of other states.

Interventionism
This was relevant to the developing debate over how to respond to strife in
the post-imperial world. During the 1990s, it became apparent that the new
world order was going to be marked by an increasing incidence of intrarather than inter-state conflict, often in areas marked by economic failure
and immature political institutions, and often demanding urgent attention
because of large-scale humanitarian distress, but not necessarily because of
any direct impact on vital interests. These conflicts had potential repercussions
beyond their immediate locale, as refugees fled and the collapse of order
encouraged the spread of criminal activity, the drugs trade and subversion.
Their potential implications for western armed forces were illustrated as the
Gulf War ended and rebellious Kurds were subjected once again to vicious
repression. The coalition countries accepted that the internal affairs of Iraq
had become their business. This resulted in a long-term commitment to
Kurdish security including the northern no-fly zone over Iraq, later to be
followed by a parallel concern for the Shi’ite community which led to the
southern zone. There were various other reasons for limited military
operations during the 1990s, including a 1993 response to evidence of a plot
to assassinate the first President Bush, and a short bombing campaign
(Operation Desert Fox) in December 1998 reflecting frustration over Saddam’s
refusal to comply with demands for access to the most suspicious Iraqi
facilities. There was, however, no attempt to impose a new regime through
force of arms.
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The most important set of conflicts for developing the terms for inter–
vention in the internal affairs of states behaving badly were those that
resulted from the dissolution of Yugoslavia – Croatia, Bosnia and Kosovo.
Out of this came the new dispensation, that in exceptional circumstances
major powers could ignore the norm of non-interference. But this was not the
same as arguing that Western political forms should be imposed on the
offending states or even those in need of post-war reconstruction.
The United States, through the 1990s, showed a scant interest in conflicts
of this kind, finding them too reminiscent of Vietnam. The Clinton
administration accepted that the emerging interventionist norm might have
to be enforced through the application of American power, but it was clearly
uneasy with this development, especially when it came to ground forces. By
the end of the decade, with Kosovo the latest example, it had established a
preference for confining its military operations to air power. General Wesley
Clark’s account of the management of the Kosovo War, from his vantage
point as Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR), makes clear that –
as far as the Pentagon was concerned – the demands of this campaign would
not be allowed to reduce preparedness for the planning priorities of the twowar scenario against Iraq and North Korea.47 This attempt to limit liabilities
reflected the assumption that these interventions were discretionary, that
whether to get involved was a matter of choice.
So while the main US preoccupations were with states likely to aggress
against US allies, a growing amount of international business appeared to
involve states suffering from internal wars, in which the US had no vital
interests. The former would require a robust, but conventional, military
response which could achieve decisive results within a specified time, while
the latter would involve irregular operations, against an enemy that could
merge with its surroundings and in which the main role of armed force
would be to create the conditions for a political dialogue. To the extent that
the US chose to get involved in the latter type of conflict, it could so with the
types of forces developed for repelling major aggression. But of course, the
converse would not be true. If the US did choose to engage in such internal
wars, then allies and clients could do the close combat whilst the US provided
intelligence and logistics support and, possibly, air power. The allies were
uncomfortable with this proposed division of labour, yet showed signs of
accepting it: for example in the definition of missions for the proposed
European defence force.
In 2000, the likely attitude of the incoming Bush administration was
summed up by the prospective National Security Advisor, Condoleezza Rice:
The president must remember that the military is a special instrument. It is lethal,
and it is meant to be. It is not a civilian peace force. It is not a political referee. And
it is most certainly not designed to build a civilian society. Military force is best
used to support clear political goals, whether limited, such as expelling Saddam
from Kuwait, or comprehensive, such as demanding the unconditional surrender of
Japan and Germany during World War II.
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From this she drew the conclusions that US intervention in ‘humanitarian’
crises would be at best ‘exceedingly rare’. The criteria for getting involved
were familiar: the president should ask ‘whether decisive force is possible
and is likely to be effective and must know how and when to get out.’
Humanitarian interventions were thus largely jobs for allies.48
At the end of September 2001, as Washington was still mulling over how
best to deal with al-Qaeda, the Pentagon published its long-awaited, latest
QDR. There was only time to make some nods in the direction of the new
situation, but not to change the basic policy. While there were claims that
there had been a ‘paradigm shift’, this was not immediately evident, other
than the adoption of a ‘capabilities’ rather than ‘threat-based’ approach. For
planning purposes, the US still intended to ‘remain capable of swiftly defeating
attacks against US allies and friends in any two theatres of operation in
overlapping timeframes’. It also would be necessary to ‘degrade an aggressor’s
ability to coerce others through conventional or asymmetric means, including
CBRNE [chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and enhanced high
explosive] weapons’. So while references to asymmetric warfare were
plentiful, this was still largely linked to the major war contingencies, serving as
an argument for missile defences. It was not linked to ‘small-scale
contingencies’ which would best be undertaken in concert with allies and
friends, and by specialised units.49
The distinction between vital and non-vital interests is less than clear-cut.
In particular, for those directly involved in these various conflicts, the most
vital interests were at stake. They would therefore have the same incentives to
persuade the US not to intervene by threatening large-scale casualties and
even the US homeland. All the considerable discussion of asymmetric warfare
and counter terrorism did not grasp the full significance of the developing
response in the Islamic world to US foreign policy. It was well understood that
out of this response would come acts of terrorism, and even that these would
be severe, but not that the consequence of a successful attack could be a
requirement that the US engage in precisely the sort of long-term operation
that it had eschewed, in circumstances where force protection could not always
be the highest priority.

The Conduct of Asymmetric War
The United States had taken on board the notion of asymmetric war but had
geared it to the dominant scenarios that were guiding all American force
planning. These still pointed to ‘proper’ wars between the armed forces
of major powers, with far less attention being given to those lesser types,
previously dismissed as being ‘other than war’ and now merely ‘small-scale’.
These were generally judged to be an inappropriate use of armed forces, apt
to tie them down. US forces could become caught in vicious cross-fire while
conducting largely political business that did not even touch on the nation’s
most vital interests. The military superiority of the United States created risks
that in fighting major wars the opponents might resort to superterrorism.
While there was some understanding that the lesser types might also encourage
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terrorism, it seemed unlikely that this would be of the worst kind. Even after
11 September, there was concern that once bin Laden and his coterie were
hiding in the Afghan mountains, they would be devilishly difficult to find.
Moreover, Afghanistan was notably inhospitable to foreign armies, and
finding the prey would require confronting hardened and vicious fighters.
These would be the sort of ‘warriors’ described by Ralph Peters, based on
his observations in Central Asia, as ‘erratic primitives of shifting allegiances’
who preferred to ‘snipe, ambush, mislead, and betray, attempting to fool the
constrained soldiers confronting them into alienating the local population or
allies, while otherwise hunkering down and trying to outlast the organized
military forces pitted against them’.50 Yet the use of Afghanistan as a sanctuary
and the gradual integration of al-Qaeda fighters with those of the Taliban
regime in their defensive operations against a much-depleted Northern
Alliance, meant that al-Qaeda could not fully accept the logic of asymmetry
and take to the mountains, but felt obliged to defend the land they held. Their
forces were geared to a conventional battle, albeit one that at times bore more
resemblance to the nineteenth than the twenty-first century, complete with
cavalry charges. Nor was there much evidence that the shock of 11 September
had changed the American way of warfare. The State Department put
considerable effort into forging new relationships with regional powers,
including Pakistan and India, but the Pentagon preferred to win the war while
incurring as few obligations as possible to others. To avoid excessive
dependence on any particular Afghan faction or member of the international
coalition, a quick military fix was sought through strategic bombing and
special-forces operations. It was hoped that this would undermine Taliban
resistance and encourage defections. As the Taliban collapsed, the Americans
would install a new, broad-based, UN-sponsored government into Kabul,
possibly even including ex-Taliban ‘moderates’, while their own forces,
supported only by the reliable British, would start the search for Osama bin
Laden’s mountain redoubt.
So, for all the talk of a new war requiring new thinking, the American
default strategy of air attacks against military targets was soon in play. In
October 2001, the allied air campaign against Afghanistan bore similarities
to that against in Bosnia in 1995 (Deliberate Force) and Serbia in 1999 (Allied
Force), with a focus on air defences, command networks and arms dumps,
and occasional ‘leadership’ targets. Given the scarcity of appropriate targets,
the scale was smaller, but there was still the same problem of meeting prewar promises to avoid civilian casualties. It soon became apparent after one,
largely unsuccessful, commando-type raid that these required far better
logistics and intelligence than available, and that the air raids, after the few
genuinely important targets had been struck, were doing more harm than
good. It appeared that the Afghan people were angry with the Americans
because of civilian deaths, while the Taliban fighters, who had largely
survived unscathed, were even more confident. If American troops came, as
‘creatures of comfort’, they would provide no match to fighters who had seen
off much tougher Soviet soldiers.51 Meanwhile, coalition partners were
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becoming irritated by their assigned role – essentially cheerleading – and
attempts to forge a new political order for Afghanistan were thwarted by a
combination of traditional rivalries and uncertainty over the seriousness of
the American intent.
In late October, the US resorted to a lower-risk military strategy.52 The air
campaign became focused rather than speculative and geared to land
operations, with a prominent role for B-52s dropping ‘dumb’ bombs on the
Taliban’s forward positions. This required close cooperation with the
Northern Alliance, putting to one side misgivings about the alliance’s combat
capability and the narrowness of its political base. The results were
impressive. Almost as soon as the northern city of Mazar-e-Sharif fell, the
fighting spirit of the Taliban appeared to evaporate. A series of sharp
advances by Northern Alliance troops backed by betrayals and defections,
did the rest. Despite Western pleading for a more orderly progression, Kabul
fell soon after and the Taliban retreated to Kandahar for a last stand. Many
al-Qaeda fighters had been killed in the fighting and the conditions appeared
propitious to the declared aim of ‘smoking out’ Osama bin Laden himself,
although at the time of writing this had not been achieved.
Strategically, this was comparable to the Kosovo War when NATO ended
up relying on the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) to draw out Serbian forces
sufficiently so that they could be targeted by allied aircraft. As the only
presence on the ground, the KLA gained a considerable political initiative,
but this was limited by the speed with which NATO ground forces, which
had been waiting for such a moment, moved in to fill the vacuum left by
retreating Serb units. In the case of Kabul, the vacuum was filled by the
Northern Alliance and, while it said the right things about the need for a broadbased government, it showed little interest in the presence of substantial
foreign armies in a peace-keeping role, actively discouraging British forces who
were ready to move in.
The US showed no interest in participating in a peacekeeping force, even
as the risks grew that the new victors would take the opportunity to settle old
scores, and that Afghanistan would fragment further into warring factions. 53
Before the start of the air strikes, the Pentagon had seemingly understood
that a substantial number of ground forces might be required; however, in
the event there was clear relief that they had not been necessary and that the
US could chalk up, at least in its initial stage, another war virtually free of
combat casualties. Nor had they become much obligated to allies, many of
whom had assigned forces but there were only required for marginal roles.

A Third World War?
Might the campaign still be characterised as a third world war? That would
certainly be the view of al-Qaeda, which has presented itself as a global focal
point for a political movement seeking to influence and feed upon many
regional conflicts involving Muslim people. It had operated militarily in areas
where small numbers of well-trained and highly motivated militants can make a
difference, and politically by appealing to disaffected sections of Muslim
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opinion over a much wider area. Its successes, including acts of spectacular
terrorism, potentially adds to its political appeal. This could be enhanced
further by disproportionate Western responses, leading to the activation of
many latent conflicts as well as the aggravation of those already in being.
By contrast, Western countries have not seen these various conflicts as
linked but rather as separate processes, each with its own internal dynamic
and characteristics, so that the international response must also vary according
to the circumstances. Yet the attitude and behaviour of the leading
international players, especially the United States, has a critical influence on all
these conflicts, and the response to any one tends to impact upon the
subsequent responses to the other. As American policy during the 1990s
became one of strictly limited liabilities, then all involved, and not just radical
activists, had an interest in just how strictly these liabilities would be set.
The challenge for al-Qaeda has been to sustain a campaign, demonstrating
its ability to strike at American assets in a way that Washington would find
both frustrating and humiliating. With every success, the ‘greatness’ of the
United States as a global power would be diminished, and its evident
inclination to disengagement reinforced. Those governments that had looked to
it for support would feel increasingly vulnerable. The radicals would gradually
gain the upper hand and, in the Muslim world, conservative regimes would
stumble and fall. This would be guerrilla warfare on a global scale.
This campaign did not begin on 11 September 2001. There is now evidence
that al-Qaeda provided military training to Somali tribes fighting UN forces
in 1993, which then included a substantial American contingent.54 In Somalia,
the American military followed the tenets of AirLand battle, with attempts to
use offensive power at the local level to produce decisive results against local
militias.55 The main target was General Aideed and this led, on 3 October
1993, to a raid on two of his lieutenants which went badly wrong. Al-Qaeda
operatives participated in the subsequent engagement, which left 18 US
Army Rangers dead. As warfare, this might be considered no more than a
skirmish, yet politically this was a moment of great significance. Soon
President Clinton had ordered Operation Restore Hope to be concluded, and the
frequent references to ‘Mogadishu’ thereafter in discourse on intervention
indicates just what a profound affect it had on American thinking. Later, bin
Laden remarked on how those who had fought in Somalia had been surprised
by the ‘low spiritual morale’ of the Americans. He noted how ‘the largest
power on earth’ left ‘after some resistance from powerless, poor, unarmed
people’.56 The Somali episode soon influenced other adversaries of the United
States. That same October, an American ship carrying US and Canadian
soldiers and flying the UN flag turned around as it was about to dock at Haiti
because of the presence of a hostile crowd shouting ‘Somalia! Dead American
soldiers!’. The Serbs also took note of this preoccupation with the safety of US
forces in their strategies.57
Thus, the size of a military event need not be a guide to its wider political
importance. This skirmish did make a difference in the overall development
of international politics. The flaw in al-Qaeda’s strategy was to move beyond
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hurting American forces whenever they intervened in Third World conflicts.
This clearly could bring results, as Beirut and Somalia both demonstrated,
and had brought about a long-term change in American military philosophy, in
the form of setting strict conditions for any intervention and ‘force-protection
fetishism’. They wished, however, to punish the Americans for their meddling
and hurt them so much that they would abandon all idea of international
engagement. There is evidence that the attack on the US embassies in Africa in
August 1998 was some sort of retribution for the Somali intervention, although
by this time it had no immediate or obvious coercive purpose. A group which
claims such a strong religious inspiration may not always conform to the model
of a Western rational actor. Retribution can appear important for its own sake.
A successful asymmetric strategy requires that the weak convince the strong
that it is not in their interests to persist. The higher motivation of the weak, so
long as it can endure the responses of the strong, should over time work to its
advantage. For this reason, it has been argued that the archetypal asymmetric
actor wants to achieve a ‘Mogadishu, not a Pearl Harbor’. The advantages are
likely to be reduced if the strong is hurt so badly that the defeat of the weak
becomes a vital interest. In a judgement that may well be validated, Kenneth
McKenzie argued that ‘When US national will has been mobilised, the strong
will prevail’.58 This was the response to the events of 11 September, and opinion
polls were soon recording an unreservedly robust national response and a
readiness to do whatever necessary to defeat those responsible.59
While it would be wrong to exaggerate what might be achieved if the
al-Qaeda presence in Afghanistan is obliterated, it would also be wrong to
overstate the ease with which its activities can be transferred to another
country or left dependent upon a loosely connected network of activists. The
successful campaign in Afghanistan should puncture the aura surrounding
al-Qaeda. Wholly eradicating this political force may still be an unreal
objective, for the beliefs that animate it are deeply and widely held; but it can
be frustrated and demoralised. If, on the other hand, the current US campaign
fails to break al-Qaeda, or future targets such as Iraq prove to be more resistant,
disengagement from global politics and a retreat into a ‘Fortress America’
posture may well be perceived by both the American government and people
as the only way to avoid the indignity and pain of regular terrorist outrages.
Prior to 11 September, US engagement had become increasingly conditional,
leading to criticisms of American unilateralism, or at least a readiness to act
multilaterally only on America’s own terms. The Bush administration was
even more of the view than its predecessor that involvement in distant ThirdWorld civil wars, requiring external help with constabulary duties and nation
building, was a luxury it could not afford. The broad thrust of its military
preparations was focused on decisive battles against regular armed forces. If
the shock of 11 September leads to a reversal of course, then this would truly be an
important moment in international history.
On this basis, instead of gearing up its security policy to deal with strong,
but for the moment, hypothetical ‘peer competitors’, the US must take more
seriously the problems of weak states and the conflicts they engender. The
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dangers of allowing deep grievances to fester while insidious ideologies are
being promoted have been highlighted.
That this should be the case has been argued, especially by Tony Blair,
who has claimed that the shock provides a real opportunity as it has ‘opened
the world up’:
Countries are revising their relations with others, pondering the opportunities for realignment. New alliances are being fashioned. New world views formed. And it is all
happening fast. There is a shortcut through normal diplomacy. So we should grasp
the moment and move, not let our world slip back into rigidity.60

Blair had held this activist and interventionist view from the start of his
premiership, but there is no evidence as yet that this is now shared by the
Bush administration.61 Despite the assumption that it must become more engaged,
in order to deny terrorists favourable political conditions and prevent the
destabilisation of vulnerable regimes, a successful and not too difficult campaign
against the Taliban and al-Qaeda in Afghanistan could just as easily lead to the
opinion that American foreign and defence policy is about right.
There is now a more multilateral tone to foreign policy, but this has yet to
manifest itself in a greater appreciation of binding treaties, peacekeeping and
nation-building. The stress on the lack of middle ground in the war against
terrorism as fought by the United States suggests that instead of a ‘large
discontinuity in Washington’s external behaviour’, unilateralist tendencies might
be reinforced. 62 One report has referred to the doctrine for the use of force
emerging out of Afghanistan as one ‘unrestrained by borders or allies’.63 Clear
signals have been sent out to other, more established opponents, and in
particular, Iraq, that they have now good reason to be uncomfortable about their
future prospects. 64 The US war on terrorism has yet to run its course and there is
no reason to suppose that future stages will be easier than the first. A drive of
this sort cannot but shake up local and global political structures, often in quite
surprising and unintended ways. Whether or not international politics will be
so transformed at the end of this process that it can be described as the third
world war remains to be seen. A key test will be exactly how the United States
emerges from this as an international actor.
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